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NOTHING REMAINS of the Flugumýri homestead. On a hot summer’s day, flies buzz lazily overhead, and a strip of neatly mowed picnic ground cuts through the waist-high grass leading to the head of the Black Wolf Trail. Be sure to tell someone, says the notice board, if you plan on hiking the entire way. Not far along the trail, facing the eroding lakeshore, stands historian Nelson Gerrard’s interpretive sign, which commemorates the Icelanders who once lived here and gave Flugumýri its name. A grainy, black-and-white photograph of a man is superimposed onto the image of a leaf from a handwritten book. Here, in this most unlikely of places, is a monument to a forgotten scribe: Albert Jóhannesson of Hecla Island.

Albert Jóhannesson (1847–1921) was one of thousands of Icelanders who arrived in North America in the late nineteenth century. For the vast majority, their economic situation meant that the trip would be one-way. Many brought prized family heirlooms with them in anticipation
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1 Thanks to Nelson Gerrard, Tammy Axelsson, Jan Magnisson, Julianna Roberts, Katarzyna Anna Kapitan, Hólmfríður Tómasdóttir, the two anonymous reviewers, the Honorary Council of the Icelandic National League of Iceland, the manuscript division of the National and University Library of Iceland and the Árni Magnússon Institute for Icelandic Studies for invaluable assistance and support. Funding for the research was received from the Eimskip University Fund, Eimskip, Landsbanki, Icelandair and the Manitoba Heritage Grants Program.

Nelson Gerrard’s interpretive sign at Flugumýri, Hecla Island.
of establishing a new life in a new land. These heirlooms included many eighteenth- and nineteenth-century paper manuscripts, the most famous being the eighteenth-century Melsted Edda (SÁM 66), with its hand-drawn illustrations of scenes from Norse mythology.

For their owners, handwritten books represented material connections to the past and the landscapes of home. A less tangible aspect of Icelandic literary culture brought to North America was the practice of hand-copying texts into homemade books, a centuries-old scribal tradition that influenced the dissemination of popular literature and immigrants’ continuing engagement with their rich literary past. Not a few of the manuscripts that arrived in North America in an Icelandic immigrant’s luggage were personally curated collections of poetry, sagas, somewhat dubious medical advice and assorted other writings.

To date, most research on Icelandic immigrant literacy in North America has focused either on printed material, such as newspapers and commercially produced books, or on personal correspondence and diaries. The attention given to the newly arrived immigrants’ publishing activities and their life-writing is fully deserved. The Icelandic-language printing presses flourished, Icelandic-Canadian and -American writers made their lasting mark on Icelandic literature, and Winnipeg was an important literary and cultural hub where both new currents and the written legacy of the past could find a space in print. Even among those immigrants who did not consider themselves to be serious authors, their self-expression often took written form. Many immigrants documented their experiences poignantly in letters, memoirs, diaries, poems and other writings.

The field of post-medieval Icelandic manuscript studies has grown rapidly over the last three decades, with a large body of research focusing on the nineteenth century. For scholars of medieval Icelandic literature,

---


manuscript transmission in the late pre-modern era has likewise become an important area of study. The position of Icelandic immigrant communities in Canada and the United States within this scribal dynamic remains largely unknown, however. The Fragile Heritage Project (Icelandic: Í fótspor Árna Magnússonar í Vesturheimi) is an ongoing initiative that aims to document Icelandic-language manuscripts and other handwritten Icelandic material found across North America in private collections and public archives. While its primary goals are to make this unique material more accessible to researchers and contribute to its preservation, it is also the first major study of manuscript culture in Icelandic immigrant communities in North America.

The question of why – and how – a homesteader such as Albert Jóhannesson, living on an isolated island in Lake Winnipeg, with no or very little formal education and limited financial means, copied literature as a pastime is a complex one. There is increasing recognition, however, that scribes did not work alone, obtaining material through private exchanges within informal social networks or scribal communities. Their services were in low-
cal demand, and copies were often commissioned for payment of some sort. Scribes often knew each other personally, and they were sometimes close neighbours, as in the case of Guðbrandur Sturlaugsson of Hvítidalur and Magnús Jónsson of Tjaldanes in the late nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{9} 

The tradition of scribal dissemination of sagas and poetry (such as \textit{rímur}) remained essentially unbroken for seven centuries, despite the arrival of print technology in the sixteenth century, and romances rank among the most-copied prose works in nineteenth-century Iceland.\textsuperscript{10} Albert collectively refers to such romances as \textit{riddarasögun}, which is the term used in this article, although they could equally be described by the term \textit{lygisögun}. Printed editions existed for only a handful of these romances, and handwritten exemplars were the primary means of their transmission. One consequence is considerable textual variation between extant copies and the emergence of multiple redactions and adaptations of individual sagas.\textsuperscript{11} While many of Albert’s texts are medieval in origin, they do not thereby descend directly from Old Norse originals. Following Hall’s study of the transmission of the \textit{riddarasögur}, no systematic distinction was made in this paper between pre- and post-medieval redactions.\textsuperscript{12} In the absence of scholarly editions of virtually all of the post-medieval saga and \textit{rímur} versions in circulation for a given title, tracing Albert’s sources for his many \textit{riddarasögun} would be a long and complicated process, outside the scope of a single article.

Albert’s life on both sides of the Atlantic is poorly documented, even though he is one of the last Icelandic scribes to have engaged in the practice of copying sagas and \textit{rímur} from manuscript exemplars: Albert’s last dated


\textsuperscript{11} An important source of new prose redactions was \textit{rímur} poetry: verse adaptations of prose sagas, which later writers transformed again into prose narratives. \textit{Rímur}-derived prose has received little scholarly attention, however. See Peter A. Jorgensen, “The Neglected Genre of Rímur-Derived Prose and Post-Reformation Jónatas saga,” \textit{Gripla} 7 (1990): 187–201.

saga is from 1910, while the prolific Magnús Jónsson of Tjaldanes’s last manuscript was written in 1916.\textsuperscript{13} The present article combines a biographical and a community-based approach to the study of Albert Jóhannesson scribal output in North America, examining Albert’s manuscripts both in the context of his own life and his status as a member of the Hecla Island community. Due to the large volume of material contained in Albert’s manuscripts, the article concentrates mainly on saga prose. In investigating Albert’s scribal methods, shorter texts with no known history of scribal publication are also helpful.

In quoting manuscript sources, Albert’s orthography and punctuation have been standardized to modern Icelandic. For the sake of consistency, modern Icelandic spellings are also used when referring to medieval literature.

A life in fragments

Of the several thousand pages that survive in Albert Jóhannesson’s distinctive handwriting, only two leaves torn from a lined notebook document his own life and experiences. A short biography by pioneer historian Þorleifur Jóakimsson Jackson includes the only known photograph of Albert.\textsuperscript{14} Nelson Gerrard, who has extensively studied the Hecla Island settlement, was the first to research Albert’s homestead on Hecla Island and to recognize his interest in literature.\textsuperscript{15} By the time Gerrard began his research on the Hecla Island settlement, however, the community itself had ceased to exist: most former islanders settled elsewhere after the island was declared a provincial park in 1975.\textsuperscript{16} Gerrard was nevertheless able to interview individuals who had grown up on Hecla Island and could still remember island life in the early twentieth century.

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{13} Driscoll, “Pleasure and pastime,” 276.  \\
\textsuperscript{14} Thorleifur Jackson, Fréi austrí til vesturs: Frambald af landnámssögu Nýja-Íslands (Winnipeg: Columbia Press, 1921), 120.  \\
\textsuperscript{15} Nelson Gerrard, Hecla Island Pioneers and Placenames (Eyrarbakki, MB: n.p., 1991), 20–21.  \\
\end{flushright}
Early life in Iceland

Albert Jóhannesson was born on July 29, 1847, at the small farm of Geitafell in Vatnsnes in Northwest Iceland. His parents, Jóhannes Sveinsson (1806–1869) and Herdís Bergþórsdóttir (1801–1882) were poor tenant farmers. Albert was the youngest of eleven siblings, five of whom died in early childhood. Albert’s eldest brother, Jóhann (1833–1888), left Geitafell to work as a farm labourer in 1850 and married Kristín Jóhannesdóttir in 1853. Stefán (1835–1849), who was disabled, died of exposure after wandering from the farm. Another older brother, Sveinn (1839–1867), left the parish in 1858 for work.

Two of Albert’s siblings, Sæunn (1836–1918) and Jón (1843–1927), grew up in foster households. In the 1845 national census, when Sæunn was nine and Jón only three, they were registered at separate farms as niðursetningar “paupers”: Sæunn at Þóreyjarnúpur in Viðidalur and Jón at Hlið in Kirkjuhvammssókn. The practice of placing the children of impoverished parents in separate households was not uncommon in Iceland, a system that minimized public expenses but left children vulnerable to neglect, abuse and even outright starvation. Recipients of poor-relief were often stigmatized, while the family was expected to repay the cost of the child’s upbringing at the first opportunity – thus deepening their financial straits.

Albert spent his early years at Geitafell with his parents. In 1860, his parents gave up farming, although they initially remained at Geitafell. Albert’s father’s status was that of húsmaður “house-man,” a lodger not
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17 Í BA/3.1-1, Prestbíðunastubók Tjarnar á Vatnsnesi 1816–1858, 30.
18 They separated, and Kristín immigrated to Canada in 1874 with their two surviving children, Hjörtur Jóhannsson (1858–1877) and Ingrid Guðrú Jóhannsdóttir (1860–1896).
19 Í BA/3.1-1, Prestbíðunastubók Tjarnar á Vatnsnesi 1816–1858, 104. According to the parish records, Stefán could communicate with others only to a limited extent, cf. Í BC/2.1-1, Sóknarmamatal Tjarnar á Vatnsnesi 1824–1839, 1842, 1845 og 1848–1853, 152–53.
20 Digitized census data for Iceland was accessed from the online database of the National Archives of Iceland (http://manntal.is).
contractually bound to work for the farmer. Albert had not yet reached the age of confirmation and worked at Geitafell as a léttadrengur “light-work boy” in the household of Jóhannes Ólafsson.

Growing up in such poverty, Albert had little hope of formal schooling. Many Icelandic families did prioritize literacy despite severe poverty, and some children of low socioeconomic status did become fluent self-taught writers. Before 1880, however, households had no legal obligation to provide minors with an education beyond basic reading skills. In 1840, Ögmundur Sigurðsson, the local minister for Vatnsnes, reported that only 30 of his parishioners could write (including himself). Albert could well have reached early adulthood before he learned to write.

According to the parish records, Albert could spell by age 6. He read haltingly by age 9 and well by age 13. He was confirmed on June 29, 1862, and was characterized by the local minister as a fluent reader with a quiet personality. His older brothers Jóhann and Sveinn were not proficient childhood readers: Jóhann read hesitantly at age 15 and Sveinn could do no more than spell at age 9.

23 In the 1860 national census, 535 boys were listed as léttadrengur. They received less pay than a regular farmhand but carried out lighter tasks.
25 Loftur Guttormsson, “Lög um uppfræðing barna í skript og reikningi nr. 2/1880.”
26 Ögmundur Sigurðsson, "Tjarnarsókn á Vatnsnesi, 1840," Sýsla- og söknarféningar Hins íslenska bókmenntafélags, ed. by Jón Eyjofsson, vol. 1, Húnavatnssýsla (Akureyri: Akureyri: Bókaútgáfan Nordri, 1950), 39. The national census that same year puts the parish’s population at 135, of whom 90 had reached the age of 13. Thus, only a third of youths and adults were literate in the modern sense of the word.
27 Öf BC/2-1-1, Sóknarmannatal Tjarnar á Vatnsnesi 1824–1839, 1842, 1845 og 1848–1853, 184–85; Öf BC/3-1-1, Sóknarmannatal Tjarnar á Vatnsnesi 1854–1868, 12–13, 42–43.
29 Öf BC/2-1-1, Sóknarmannatal Tjarnar á Vatnsnesi 1824–1839, 1842, 1845 og 1848–1853, 152–53.
Like many farms in Iceland, more than one tenant household lived at Geitafell. In 1848, Sigurður Sigurðsson (1820–1882) and the widow Magdalena Tómasdóttir (1817–1903) moved from Tunga to Geitafell with two of Magdalena’s children and their infant daughter Kristín. Sigurður and Magdalena remained at Geitafell until 1852. A unique perspective on Albert’s childhood can be found in an essay written by their second-youngest daughter, Ólöf Sigurðardóttir (1857–1933). Geitafell was Sigurður’s childhood home, but not a happy one: Ólöf states candidly that he had been so maltreated in childhood that he never fully became a man.30 According to Ólöf, neither of her parents could write, and only her father could read, although her mother had a reputation for being very intelligent and had memorized an enormous amount of material.31

Only one of Ólöf’s nine siblings who survived infancy received formal instruction in writing and arithmetic: one boy spent a half-month learning these skills from the local parson. Ólöf and her other siblings were all self-taught writers, one as an adult man. Ólöf recalled learning to use an ink pen by copying the writing on an old letter to her mother. Her mother later procured a model alphabet (forskrift) for Ólöf.32

An indication of the patchy, self-taught nature of Albert’s own early education is his system of writing page numbers over 1000 as 1000-1, 1000-2, etc. (rather than 1001, 1002), reflecting the conventions of spoken Icelandic (i.e., þúsund og eitt, “one-thousand-and-one”). Punctuation marks (supplied in this article as part of normalization to modern Icelandic) are virtually non-existent.

From Vatnsnes to Kaldrananes

In 1866 at age 19, Albert Jóhannesson found stable employment in Kaldrananes in the Westfjords, a small farming and fishing district. His employers, Sigurður Gislason and Guðrún Jónsdóttir, lived at Bær in Selströnd, one of the largest farms in the area. Albert was hired as a labourer but may have worked seasonally on a shark fishing crew, since the household at Bær was one of several in Kaldrananes to engage in shark fishing.33

31 Parish records confirm that Magdalena was illiterate.
Whether by coincidence or design, Albert’s move to Kaldrananes brought him in close contact with a strong and flourishing local scribal culture, described in Davíð Ólafsson’s doctoral dissertation from 2008. A well-established local reading society circulated books between members, including manuscript copies of rímur and prose sagas. Sigurður, the farmer at Bær, was a book-lover and a self-educated homeopath, and his home would certainly have had a sizeable library in its own right.

The earliest evidence of Albert’s interest in literature is a short ríma composed in 1874 (Lbs 3785 8vo). The Ríma af Hermanni Indlandskóní “Ríma of King Hermann of India” narrates in 66 verses an epic battle between the eighty-year-old King Hermann of India and the invading army of King Bónel of Babylon. The ríma ends with the wish that the poet’s friend has been entertained. This friend is plausibly Albert himself, since the scribe, the young Eyjólfur Eyjólfsson, dedicates the manuscript to Albert in a scribal colophon: Albert Jóhannesson á. Forláttu vinur minn og viljann fyrir verkið. Endað 23. desember 1874. E. Eyjólfsson “Property of Albert Jóhannesson. I beg your pardon, my friend, and [accept] my good intentions. Ended December 23, 1874. E. Eyjólfsson.” The ríma, which is preserved only in this manuscript, has all the markings of a poet’s early work, and the date of completion suggests that Eyjólfur perhaps composed it himself as a Christmas present for Albert.

36 Cf. Thorstina Jackson Walters, Saga Islendinga í Nordur-Dakota (Winnipeg: City Printing and Publishing, 1926), 186.
37 Lbs 3785 8vo, 7r. Eyjólfur Eyjólfsson (1855–1935) lived in the household of Einar Gíslason at Sandnes in Steingrímsfjörður to the age of 18. He left the Westfjords in search of employment and in 1900 immigrated to Canada, settling at Red Deer Point in Manitoba. As an elderly man, Eyjólfur was described as “mikill bókavinur, sérlega fróður og minnugur, greindur og skemtilegur í viðræðum og prýðilega skáldmæltur” [a great book-lover, exceptionally knowledgeable and having an excellent memory, an intelligent and entertaining conversant, with quite the poetic talent], Finnbogi Hjálmarsson, “Landnámssögubættr í Islendingum í Winnipegosis,” Almanak Ólafs S. Thorsteinssona 36 (1930): 97.
Two manuscripts in Albert’s possession on Hecla Island were written in the Kaldrananes region during Albert’s years there: a book of rímur (Lbs 4667 4to) and a book of prose sagas (Lbs 3022 4to). The volume of rímur is a composite manuscript, with contributions from at least four scribes (including Albert himself), and is not bound in chronological order of writing. Dated sections of the manuscripts were written in 1878–1879, but there are later additions by Albert and a repair on f. 196 that uses a scrap of printed English material. The manuscript contains rímur of Bálant (Ferakút), Kári Kárason, Randver fagrí, Fertram and Plató, Blómsturvallakappar, Sigurður turnari, Hervör and Heiðrekur and Hjálmar hugumstóri.

The prose volume, Lbs 3022 4to, contains seven sagas: Marons saga sterka, Flóres saga konunga og sona hans, Þorsteins saga Geirněfjufóstra, Sigurðar saga Hlöðvissonar og Snjáfríðar, Hermanns saga og Jarlmanns, Ajax saga fráknna and Úlfs saga Uggasonar. Its main scribe is Þorsteinn Guðbrandsson (1858–1923), who copied most of the book in 1876–1877. Árni Guðmundsson and Anna Guðmundsdóttir, who moved to Kaldrananes in 1855, adopted Þorsteinn as their foster-son. Þorsteinn became the farmer at Kaldrananes in 1882, moving his household to Bjarnarnes in 1894.

Þorsteinn’s father, Guðbrandur Sturlaugsson, was a prolific scribe who lived at Kaldrananes in 1846–1861 before moving to Hvítidalur in Saurbær. As Driscoll notes, Guðbrandur was a well-off farmer with a reputation for being proud and aloof. The oldest preserved manuscript in Guðbrandur Sturlaugsson’s own hand is from 1869, and Driscoll’s suggestion is that Guðbrandur’s scribal career began only after Magnús Jónsson moved to Tjaldanes in 1867. A direct connection between Guðbrandur and Albert is unlikely, but Þorsteinn did copy all but one of the sagas at his birth-parents’ farm of Hvítidalur (he copied Marons saga sterka at Kaldrananes in February 1877).

The others are Guðbrandur Guðbrandsson (1853–1920) in Kolbeinsvík in Vikursveit in 1879, S.(?) Eiríksson and B. Sumarlíðason. The last-named is probably Brandur Sumarlíðason (1828–1899), who lived at Rúnkhúsið in Reykholasókn in Bárðastrandaþúsla in 1880. Sveinn Eiríksson (1855–1905), who lived at Reykhólar in Reykholasókn in 1880 and emigrated to Hallson in North Dakota in 1886, is a likely candidate for Brandur’s co-scribe.

38 The others are Guðbrandur Guðbrandsson (1853–1920) in Kolbeinsvík in Vikursveit in 1879, S.(?) Eiríksson and B. Sumarlíðason. The last-named is probably Brandur Sumarlíðason (1828–1899), who lived at Rúnkhúsið in Reykholasókn in Bárðastrandaþúsla in 1880. Sveinn Eiríksson (1855–1905), who lived at Reykhólar in Reykholasókn in 1880 and emigrated to Hallson in North Dakota in 1886, is a likely candidate for Brandur’s co-scribe.
40 Driscoll, "Pleasure and pastime," 226–32. 
41 Driscoll, "Pleasure and pastime," 236.
Albert likely acquired this manuscript in Kaldrananes but could potentially have obtained it after leaving Iceland: five of Þorsteinn’s eight siblings who lived to adulthood emigrated to North America. The saga-manuscript was evidently in poor condition after its travels, since Albert replaced some of leaves and added a title-page. He also copied two well-known folk-poems, *Ljúflingsdilla* and *Systrakvæði*, into the manuscript. These additions all appear to postdate his arrival to North America.

Lbs 3022 4to was part of a larger collection of manuscripts sold to the National and University Library of Iceland by bookseller Árni Bjarnarson, comprising Lbs 3019–3027 4to, Lbs 2895–Lbs 2930 8vo and Lbs 3233 8vo. Árni collected manuscripts from Hecla Island and other Icelandic settlements in North America but unfortunately did not record where or from whom items came. Lbs 4667 4to was a donation from Finnur Sigmundsson in 1975. Lbs 3785 8vo was donated in 1968 by librarian Páll Jónsson.

*In America, a thousand snares*

Albert Jóhannesson’s move to North America in 1884 was likely one of necessity. The extraordinarily harsh winter of 1882–83 prompted his employers to leave for North Dakota in 1883. As the winter had left many households struggling, finding stable employment elsewhere in the community after over fifteen years at Bær would have been a challenge.

According to Þorleifur Jackson’s biography, Albert’s initial destination was North Dakota. Like many Icelandic immigrants, he encountered unfavourable conditions in the Dakota settlements, and he left for Winnipeg in 1886. From there, he headed to the Rocky Mountains, where he worked on the railroad. Travelling with an unnamed Icelandic friend, he reached the West Coast, where Þorleifur states that he was duped into semi-slavery on a whaling ship for nine months, sailing to the West Indies before disembarking at San Francisco, where he worked for a year before returning to the Prairies.42

A single document from the period survives, a vow written by Albert in July 1889, tucked into the back of Lbs 4667 4to. It reads, in part:

> If I live, and God almighty is pleased to lead me to Icelanders, happy and healthy in soul and body, before next Christmas, then I will

42 Jackson, *Frá austri til vesturs*, 120.
Albert’s concern for his physical and spiritual health reflects a deep sense of isolation at being separated from other Icelandic immigrants, alone and vulnerable to exploitation. His words stand as a reminder that the immigrant experience could be a genuinely terrifying one, and that human trafficking schemes were very real risks faced by new arrivals to North America.

Albert’s vow is unlike a private diary entry: he expresses himself according to a conventional formula, whereby a prayer for specific divine aid is followed by an equally specific promise.44 If his vow dates from the outset of his journey from California, as seems likely, then his prayer to be reunited with the Icelanders was granted. Albert successfully reached Winnipeg, says Þorleifur Jackson, then spent two years in North Dakota before homesteading briefly in Geysir, Manitoba, in 1893.

Albert’s final destination was Hecla Island, where he received a land grant on January 8, 1894, making him the owner of river lot 13 of Township 24, Range 6E.45 This lot had first been settled in 1878 and al-
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43 “Ef ég lifi og Guði almáttugum þóknast að leiða mig til Íslandinga glaðan og heilbrigðan á sál og likama fyrir næstu jól þá skal ég gefa J G d K S H ef hún þarf þess með en ef hún þarf þess ekki þá einhverju fáatæku barni öðru. Ó Guð minn almáttugur skapari og stjórnari allra hluta sýnilegra og ósýnilegra hjálpðu mér í gegnum allar minar þráutir sem fyrir mér liggja og gef mér gott og hreint hjarta og varast allar freistningar svo fjandinn fái ekki yfirráð yfir mér með sinum véulum. Æ. ég grátbæni þig um hjálp hvar sem ég er staddur því í Amíríku eru þúsund snörur.” Lbs 4667 4to, 312r. “KSH” is probably a coded promise of cash, as vows often involved giving money to a child in need, cf. fn. 46 below. “J G d” are the initials of the unknown girl (J? Gðóttir) to whom Albert promises to give the money.


ready bore the name Flugumýri “Fly Mire.” Whether the abundance of local insect life inspired the name or the original settlers saw a parallel with Flugumýri in Iceland is unknown. Before Albert’s arrival, it had been occupied by Jónas Eyvindsson Doll (1828–1892) and his second wife, Guðrún Sveinbjarnardóttir (1852–1923), who immigrated to Canada in 1889 with their son Kristinn Frímann (1881–1953) but had not filed the paperwork for the land at the time of Jónas’s death.

On July 12, 1894, Albert and Guðrún’s son Guðbert Bergsveinn was born. The couple are registered as married on the official record of Guðbert’s birth but likely did not formalize their relationship. The boy’s first name is a symbolic joining of his parents’ names (Guðrún and Albert) and a reminder of his absent half-brother Guðbergur Jónasson (1884–1904), Guðrún’s second son, who had remained in Iceland with a foster family but immigrated to Manitoba at the age of sixteen. Albert and Guðrún also fostered a young boy, Þorsteinn (Steini or Thorsti) Eiríksson, born in February 1906.

Tragically, Guðbergur and Guðbert both died as young men. Guðbergur drowned in an accident on Lake Winnipeg in December 1904. Guðbert died of tuberculosis at age 17 in February 1911. Albert Jóhannesson passed away a decade later on May 26, 1921. Guðrún Sveinbjarnardóttir remained at Flugumýri with her eldest son, Kristinn, who inherited the farm. Kristinn never married and had no children.

Þorleifur Jackson’s biography makes no mention of Albert’s family life on Hecla. His unwillingness to acknowledge Albert’s roles as partner, parent, step-parent and foster-parent reflects the unwritten rules of pioneer history-writing in the early 1900s. It would be easy to conclude on the basis of this biography that he was an isolated hermit, and something of an eccentric lone wolf. The work of later historians, such as Gerrard and

46 Gerrard, Hecla Island Pioneers and Placenames, 20.
47 In census records, they alternate between farmer and housekeeper (1901 and 1911) and husband and wife (1906 and 1916). The records contain other inconsistencies: Jóhannesson’s date of birth is recorded as 1850 in 1901 and 1853 in 1911. Canadian census data was accessed from Library and Archives Canada (available online at http://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/census/Pages/census.aspx).
48 Þorsteinn Eiríksson lived at Flugumýri with Albert and Guðrún as their foster-son in the 1916 census.
49 “Slysfarir,” Lögberg (05.01.1905): 7.
50 Lögberg (14.05.1953): 8.
Ryan Eyford, is invaluable in filling in the often deliberate gaps left in older settlement narratives.

Albert Jóhannesson’s Hecla Island manuscripts

Four manuscripts in Albert’s hand survive in Canada, all of which once belonged to the Tomasson family of Hecla Island. Three are privately owned (Jóhannesson A–C). One was donated by Tammy Axelsson to the New Iceland Heritage Museum in Gimli, Manitoba (NIHM 020012.3301); she received it from her aunt Helga Tomasson (1920–2001), a long-time Hecla Island resident. Helga’s husband, Helgi, was the son of Gunnar and Kristín Tomasson of Reynistaður, Hecla Island, who were friends of Albert Jóhannesson’s.⁵¹ Albert may have gifted these manuscripts to the Tomassons during his lifetime, which would explain why they were not sold to Árni Bjarnarson with Lbs 3022 4to.

All four are large prose volumes. Many of the sagas copied are post-medieval romances and adventures. Others are rímur-derived prose, i.e., prose adaptations of rímur narratives, some of which could have been the work of Albert Jóhannesson himself.⁵² For reasons of space, a complete description of all four manuscripts and their contents has not been included here.

Jóhannesson A

The oldest manuscript in Albert’s hand contains eleven full-length sagas (see Table 1), including one medieval riddarasaga, Ectors saga. Each saga or story is individually paginated, excepting those that fill no more than two pages. After the tenth saga, Alexanders saga blinda, Albert inserts a collection of very short prose narratives, listed in the table of contents as þættir “episodes” and smásögur “short stories.” The shortest occupy only a few lines, and most of these narratives are probably modern texts or translations; a full list is not included here, but they include anecdotes such as Haís með nautið “Hays and the Bull,” set in the American town of Brownsville, and Gottfred og hundurinn “Gottfred and the Dog.” The eleventh saga, Gríms saga Karlssonar og bræðra hans is the only long text in this second part of Albert’s book.

The title-page reads: “Gamlar riddarasögur skrifaðar af Albert Jóhannesson 22. desember 1889” [Old riddarasögur, copied by Albert Jóhannesson, 22 December 1889]. This date comes three days before Christmas, the day specified in Albert’s vow of July 1889. Variations in the handwriting, the ink and the condition of the paper demonstrate that the first seven sagas were written over an extended period of time, in an unknown order, and were not initially bound into a single volume. The only dated saga is Núma saga, a translation of de Florian’s *Numa Pompilius, Second Roi De Rome*, which Albert completed in 1891. Given that Albert spent the period 1889–1893 as a migrant worker and intermittent homesteader, he probably copied the manuscript at multiple locations.

**Jóhannesson B**

Albert began his second volume soon after completing his first. The title-page is also similar: “Fornar riddarasögur og Heimskringla Snorra goða. Samansafnað og skrifað hefur Albert Jóhannesson 1892” [Ancient riddarasögur and Snorri goði’s Heimskringla. Collected and copied by Albert Jóhannesson, 1892]. The date of completion for the first saga, a history of Julius Caesar, is August 26th (presumably of 1891 or 1892). Like Jóhannesson A, this manuscript begins with a series of saga texts, 33 in all. The second half of this ambitious scribal project is a post-medieval miscellany on geography and world history that is presented on its title-page as a
copy of Snorri Sturluson’s *Heimskringla*. According to Albert’s colophon at the end of the manuscript, he completed *Heimskringla* on March 31st, 1892. Possibly by coincidence, Albert did include a modified version of *Ynglinga saga*, the first major work in the historical *Heimskringla*, as the second saga in his manuscript, under the title Óðins saga Ásakóns “The Saga of Óðinn, King of the Æsir.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Júlíus saga Sesars</td>
<td>26-08 (year unspecified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Óðins saga Ásakóns (Ynglinga saga)</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frosta saga og Fjarar</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leós saga og Hjartar</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilhjálms saga sjóðs</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hrómundar saga fráknafar</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natons saga Persakonungs</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amálu saga keisaradóttur</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigurðar saga snarfara</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigurðar saga turnara</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tístrans saga og Indíönu</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flóres saga og Blankiflúr</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bálants saga konungs (Ferakuts saga)</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randvers saga fagra</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertrams saga og Platós</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasonar saga bjarta</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dínus saga drambláta</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermanns saga og Ingvars</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Títtus saga og Silönu</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vilmundar saga viðutana</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ála-flekk saga</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eiriks saga fráknafar</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starkaðar saga gamla</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aristómenus saga og Gorgus</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernótus saga Borneyjarkappa</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

54 Not a copy of *Hrómundar saga Gripsonar*. 
Table 2. Sagas in Albert Jóhannesson B (excluding Heimskringla)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hjálmars saga hugumstóra</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bragða-Ólvis saga</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drauma-Jóns saga</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiodels saga</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virgilius saga</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avisenna saga spekings</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pýramusar saga og Tispu</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristins saga Blokks</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Albert does not specify the location(s) where he worked, but his rise in productivity may have resulted from increasingly stable living conditions. The period during which Albert began this manuscript roughly coincides with his final two years in North Dakota, where he already knew many of the Icelandic settlers. A strip of newspaper from a Winnipeg-based weekly, also named *Heimskringla*, is visible in the binding between pages 868 and 869 and bears the date 4 January 1900. The fact that Albert’s manuscript was unbound prior to his arrival on Hecla Island raises the possibility that he inserted material into the manuscript that he copied on Hecla. Supporting this hypothesis is the fact that the table of contents originally listed only the first 25 sagas. While Albert’s writings from c. 1893–1889 may not have survived, or his changed circumstances could have led to a sudden drop in scribal productivity, Jóhannesson B could also contain 8 sagas written after 1892, namely *Hjálmars saga hugumstóra*, *Bragða-Ólvis saga*, *Drauma-Jóns saga*, *Tiodels saga*, *Virgilius saga*, *Avisenna saga spekings* (a pseudo-oriental tale),55 *Pýramusar saga og Tispu* (a translation of the Pyramus and Thisbe story from Ovid’s *Metamorphoses*) and *Kristins saga Blokks* (a translation of Bernhard Severin Ingemann’s *Christen Bloks Ungdomsstreger*).

55 The tale is included in François Pétis de La Croix’s *Thousand and One Days* collection, of which several Icelandic translations exist. Its authenticity as an Arabic narrative is doubtful. See Sigurgeir Steingrímsson, “Tusen och en dag: En sagensamlings vandring från Orienten till Island,” *Scripþa Islandica* (1980) 31: 54–64.
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A full five sagas in Jóhannesson B contain narratives recounted in rímur form in Lbs 4667 4to: Bálant, Fertram and Plató, Hjálmar hugum-stóri, Randver fagri and Sigurður turnari. Several other sagas copied in Jóhannesson B are also candidates for rímur-derived prose: Tistrans saga og Indíönu and Aristómenus saga og Gorgus probably derive from Sigurður Breiðfjörð’s printed rímur,56 and Bernótus saga Borneyjarkappa may be based on Magnus Jónsson’s rímur from 1823.57 Finally, Oddur Jónsson of Fagurey composed rímur on Sigurður snarfari, Eiríkur frækni and Natan Persakonungur, three narratives all found in prose form in Jóhannesson B, which raises the possibility that Albert could have had access to a manuscript containing a collection of Oddur Jónsson’s rímur.58 Unfortunately, the still-unedited state of most of the titles found in Jóhannesson B and their rímur counterparts makes identification of their sources difficult.

Jóhannesson C

Albert’s third manuscript begins with a history of the ancient world from an unidentified source. Its second half contains Breta sögur and Amoratis saga konungs. Accompanying these are three saints’ Lives (St. Vitus, the Seven Sleepers, and St. Christopher); an anti-Semitic piece on divine punishment of the Jews;59 a text on the Three Wise Men; a description of the Virgin Mary; and two items copied from the periodical Ný sumargjöf (a biography of the tightrope walker Blondin and an anti-Semitic anecdote).60

According to the title-page, Albert wrote the manuscript on Hecla Island in 1900. He provides specific dates twice, for Breta sögur (completed March 10th, 1900) and the manuscript’s final leaf (completed on the 13th day of Christmas 1900, i.e., January 6th, 1901). It comprises 312 numbered pages, making this the shortest of Albert’s volumes. Also tucked into the

57 Finnur Sigmundsson, Rímnatal, 70–71.
59 Probably originating from Francisco de Torrejoncillo’s Centinela contra judíos, puesta en la torre de la Iglesia de Dios. See François Soyer, Popularizing Anti-Semitism in Early Modern Spain and its Empire: Francisco de Torrejoncillo and the Centinela contra Judíos (1674), The Medieval and Early Modern Iberian World 54 (Leiden: Brill, 2014). The seventeenth-century poem Gyðingaraunir by Guðmundur Erlendsson contains similar material and is another possible source.
Albert Jóhannesson’s copy of Adonias saga in NIHM 020012.3301, New Icelandic Heritage Museum, Gimli, Manitoba, Canada. A cloverleaf is preserved between ff. 233v–234r.
manuscript is a single folded sheet of paper preserving verses exchanged between an unknown immigrant poet(ess) and Sölvi Lóngumýri, as well as several verses dated July 17th, 1914.61

NIHM o200012.3301
NIHM o200012.3301 (hereafter NIHM) is the youngest of Albert’s manuscripts. NIHM begins with thirteen sagas copied between 1901 and 1910, probably bound in the same order as Albert completed them. Five include their dates of completion (see Table 3), which is a departure in style from Albert’s earlier, sparsely dated manuscripts. Six are medieval Icelandic riddarasögur, the first three of which (Mágus saga, Konráðs saga keisarasonar and Pjalar-Jóns saga) had all been published in a print edition by 1901. Seven sagas are post-medieval compositions, including Knúts saga heimska, first printed in 1911, and Ketlerusar saga keisaraefnis, printed in 1905 (a year before Albert copied it). A third saga, Henriks saga heilráða, was published in 1908, the year after Albert copied it. Ásmundar saga Hryggjubana almost certainly derives from a manuscript copy, since it was never published, but a rímur by Sigurður Bjarnason of Vatnsnes and his father, Bjarni Sigurðsson, could also have been its source.62 Although Albert is the main scribe, a second unidentified hand copies 14 lines of Ásmundar saga víkings on f. 100v and another 14 lines on f. 108r.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ff.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1r–86v</td>
<td>Mágus saga jarls</td>
<td>03-08-1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87r–100r</td>
<td>Knúts saga heimska</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100r–120r</td>
<td>Ásmundar saga víkings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120v–138v</td>
<td>Konráðs saga keisarasonar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139r–161v</td>
<td>Pjalar-Jóns saga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161v–174r</td>
<td>Haralds saga Hringsbana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174r–191v</td>
<td>Ásmundar saga Hryggjubana</td>
<td>28-04-1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191v–225r</td>
<td>Ketlerusar saga keisaraefnis</td>
<td>28-07-1906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225r–252v</td>
<td>Adonias saga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

61 Sölvi Sölvens from Syðri-Langamýri (1829–1903), who immigrated to Canada in 1876. Sölvi was an owner of Akrabók (SÁM 72).
62 Finnur Sigmundsson, Rímnatal, 48.
Table 3. Legendary-chivalric sagas in NIHM

Following Dínus saga drambláta is Sagan af Harún Alraskið (315r–332r), a contemporary translation of an oriental tale. Albert’s source is Benedikt Gröndal’s translation of the Thousand and One Nights, combining text from Gröndal’s preface with the tale of Al-Bundukani “Albondokani.” Albert completed the saga on January 16th, 1909, according to his scribal note, and it is clear that Sagan af Harún Alraskið was originally copied as a separate booklet, with the verse side of the final leaf blank. The pagination is a later addition, using different ink.

NIHM continues with 23 narratives from the Old Norse-Icelandic corpus (Table 4), mainly episodes from kings’ sagas and related þættir that deal with the lives of chieftains and poets. They span the reigns of Haraldur hárfagri in the late ninth century through Haraldur harðráði in the mid-eleventh century. Most episodes take place during the lifetimes of Ólafur Tryggvason and Ólafur Haraldsson in the tenth and early eleventh centuries, including tales of voyages from Scandinavia and Iceland to the east and south, with a striking omission being sagas on exploration to the west (Greenland and Vinland). Together, they form a well-defined section almost certainly conceived of as a single entity from the outset. These sagas include no dates of completion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ff.</th>
<th>Title in NIHM</th>
<th>Source(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>333r–339r</td>
<td>Sagan af skáldum Haralds konungs hárfragra</td>
<td>Skálda saga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339r–344r</td>
<td>Sagan af Þorleifíjarlaskáldí</td>
<td>Þorleifs þáttur jarlaskálds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344r–345v</td>
<td>Sagan af Sigurði konungi slefu</td>
<td>Sigurðar þáttur slefu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345v–350v</td>
<td>Sagan af Raudúlfí</td>
<td>Rauðulfs þáttur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GRIPLA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ff.</th>
<th>Title in NIHM</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>351r–359r</td>
<td>Sagan af Ástríði</td>
<td>Ölafs saga Tryggvasonar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359r–369r</td>
<td>Sagan of Erling Skjalgssyni og Einari</td>
<td>Ölafs saga helga, Ölafs saga Tryggvasonar, and Magnus saga góða og Haralds harðraða</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369r–369v</td>
<td>Draumur Ólafs helga</td>
<td>Ölafs saga helga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370r–379v</td>
<td>Sagan of Ormi Stórólfsyni</td>
<td>Orms þáttur Stórólfsynan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380r–389v</td>
<td>Saga of Porsteini uxafóts</td>
<td>Porsteins þáttur uxafóts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>389v–398v</td>
<td>Sagan of Porsteini bæjarmagni</td>
<td>Porsteins þáttur bæjarmagns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>398v–404r</td>
<td>Sagan of Indriða ilbreiða</td>
<td>Indriða þáttur ilbreiðs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404r–419r</td>
<td>Sagan of Sigmund Brestirssyni</td>
<td>Færeyinga saga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>419r–425r</td>
<td>Sagan of Rögnvaldi og Rauð</td>
<td>Rögnvalds þáttur og Rauðs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425r–429r</td>
<td>Sagan of Sveini og Finni</td>
<td>Sveins þáttur og Finns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429r–434v</td>
<td>Sagan of Ógmundi dytt og Gunnari helming</td>
<td>Ögmundar þáttur dytt at Gunnars helming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>434v–438r</td>
<td>Sagan of Þorvaldi tasalda</td>
<td>Þorvalds þáttur tasalda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>438v–439v</td>
<td>Sagan of Porsteini skelk</td>
<td>Porsteins þáttur skelks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>439v–450v</td>
<td>Sagan of Rauði ramma og félugum hans</td>
<td>Rauðs þáttur ramma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450r–453v</td>
<td>Sagan of Sunnifu helgu</td>
<td>Sunnifu þáttur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>453v–454v</td>
<td>Ásólfrur kristni</td>
<td>Kristni þáttur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454v</td>
<td>Mání kristni</td>
<td>Þorvalds þáttur viðförla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454v–457v</td>
<td>Sagan of Þórhall spámanni</td>
<td>Þórhalls þáttur knapps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Þættir and saga-derived episodes in NIHM

The late fourteenth-century Flateyjarbók manuscript (GKS 1005 fol.) preserves the sole medieval copies of many of these works. However, Flateyjarbók does not contain Porsteins þáttur bæjarmagns. A twelve-vol-

ume edition of Old Norse kings’ sagas and related material does include *Þorsteins þáttur bæjarmagns*, but this edition would have been a rarity in North America, as would Björner’s trilingual version of *Þorsteins þáttur bæjarmagns*. *Þorsteins þáttur bæjarmagns* could be widely obtained in handwritten form, often copied alongside romance-sagas.

Two of the texts are redactions or adaptations found only in NIHM: *Ástríðar saga* and *Erlings saga Skjálgssonar og Einars*. Their source texts are easily identified: *Ástríðar saga* is an innovative reworking of *Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar* from the perspective of Ólafur Tryggvason’s mother Ástríður, while *Erlings saga Skjálgssonar og Einars* is a history of two Norwegian chieftains, Erlingur Skjálgsesson and Einar Indriðason, whose lives span the events of *Ólafs saga Tryggvasonar*, *Ólafs saga helga* and *Magníss saga góða og Haralds hardráða*. These texts plausibly derive from an unidentified manuscript exemplar. If Albert worked directly from a printed edition, he must have altered his source material dramatically.

Here, as elsewhere, NIHM groups texts by theme. *Skálda saga* and *Þorleifs þáttur jarlaskálds*, both dealing with poets, are copied back-to-back. Two dream sequences from *Ólafs saga helga* are paired together, while the final four texts are accounts of holy men and women: St. Sunnifa and her companions, two Icelandic anchorites (Ásólfur and Máni) and a noble heathen (Þórhallur) who converts to Christianity after Ólafur Tryggvason visits him in a dream.

The next eleven leaves contain material from Hauksbók, with no information on dates of completion (Table 5). It is an eclectic selection: a rehearsal of monstrous races and a description of paradise, both adapted from Isidore’s *Etymologiae*; a translation of an unidentified Latin text on world geography; a text on the sons of Noah, also from the *Etymologiae*; a homily on heresy (Ælfric’s *De falsis diis*); and an excerpt from *Elucidarius* on idolatry.

---

Given the reliance on learned material (and Hauksbók in particular) in many medieval Icelandic romances, one could view this section as supplementary to the *riddarasögur*: background material for readers unfamiliar with medieval geography and monsters. *Adonias saga*, for example, begins with an elaborate prologue on the history of the ancient world and is set in the ancient Syrian regime of King Marsilius. In (re)creating the landscape of the romances for modern audiences, encyclopaedic texts have relevance in presenting the worldview from which these works spring.

On closer examination, Albert does not copy his texts directly from the printed edition of Hauksbók, and his attitude toward the verisimilitude of these medieval texts is ambiguous. Most notably, the catalogue of monstrous races (*Margháttaðar þjóðir*) has been expanded to include new races, beginning with the Tatars. These younger additions are hardly less fantastical than those in Hauksbók, including hermaphroditic men who conceive...

---

**Table 5. Encyclopaedic material from Hauksbók in NIHM.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ff.</th>
<th>Title in NIHM</th>
<th>Source(s) in Hauksbók</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>458r–462v</td>
<td><em>Margháttaðar þjóðir</em></td>
<td>Her segir fra <em>marghattaðum þjóðum</em>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>463r–464r</td>
<td>Paradis og vatnsföll</td>
<td>a) Fra paradiso. b) <em>no heading</em>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464r–466v</td>
<td>Hversu lond liggja i veröldinni</td>
<td>Her segir fra þui hiueru lond liggja i veroldenni.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>466v–467r</td>
<td>Frá Nóasonum og bygging þeirra</td>
<td>Fra þui hiueru Noa sona bygði heiminn72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>467r</td>
<td>Adam og Eva</td>
<td>*Vm þat hvaðan otro hofst.*73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>467r–468r</td>
<td>Antikristur</td>
<td>Her segir fra Antíchristo.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 468r–468v | Um uppruna skurdgoðavillu | a) Her segir huaðan blot skur guða hofust. 
|          |                               | b) *Vm þat hvaðan otro hofst.*75 |

---


70 Ibid., 152, 150–52.

71 Ibid., 153–56.

72 Ibid., 164–65.

73 Ibid., 156–57.

74 Ibid., 170–71.

75 Ibid., 170, 158–59.

76 NIHM, ff. 225r–v.
and bear their own children, raising the question of whether dog-headed men and other “medieval” phenomenon belong to a worldview entirely distinct from Albert’s own: Albert’s version of *Margháttaðar þjóðir* ends with the dry comment that Lutherans are evidently a minority in the world.77

No Old Norse-Icelandic material appears after f. 468v. First comes a selection from the short-lived periodical *Skemmtileg vinagleði*: three accounts of sailors and explorers – Vasco de Gama (469r–483v), Jacob Heemskerk (483v–492r) and the Russian “hermits of Spitzbergen” (492r–497v) – and an Icelandic translation of Jean François Marmontel’s “Lausus et Lydie” (497v–502v).78 Like many of the romances in Albert’s collection, “Lausus et Lydie” is cast as an ancient tale of love, duty and male friendship, ending with a dramatic battle with a lion. Following this, Albert added two tiger adventures translated from English: a report on a dramatic tiger incident in New York (502v–504r) and the Anglo-Canadian short story “A tiger’s plaything” by Charles G. D. Roberts (504r–507r).79 Next comes an Icelandic translation of a Turkish folktale, “Nasreddin og munkarnir” [Nasreddin and the monks] (507r–509v), first published in 1904.80

The final leaves (509v–554r) preserve an assortment of short stories, anecdotes and information on topics ranging from lifejackets to magic tricks to the meanings of Icelandic names. It ends with lists of archaic measurements (552r–553r),81 a table of Roman numerals (553v), a runic alphabet (553v–553v) and an explanation of changes to the Icelandic monetary system in the 1870s (553v–554r).

**Albert Jóhannesson’s exemplars and scribal methods**

In compiling his handwritten books, Albert must have worked at least partially from manuscripts. His own memory could have been a source for some material, but the presence of items such as *Margháttaðar þjóðir* are...
strong evidence for the presence of other Icelandic manuscripts on Hecla Island. Unfortunately for scholars, Albert provides no details on the manuscripts and printed books from which he copied. A printed catalogue of the holdings of Hecla Island’s Icelandic lending library shows virtually no overlap, with the exception of a copy of Nasreddin (see fn. 80).82

In examining Albert’s scribal methods, the presence of more recent material from contemporary print sources is helpful. Texts first appearing in printed periodicals and books – with no previous history of scribal publication – provide a fixed frame of reference. Two translations of short stories by Swedish author August Blanche in NIHM, both copied from Þjóðólfur (1889),83 are examples of texts where Albert’s own voice emerges plainly. The first, “Vel borgaðar sveskjur” [Well-paid Prunes], on ff. 511v–513r, is a comic tale in which a shopkeeper’s assistant offers a shabby orphan girl dried prunes, only to discover that her eccentric father has just left her a small fortune. When the shopkeeper arrives to berate him, the assistant announces that he and the girl are getting married and opening up their own shop. Blanche ends by commenting that prunes are not always so well repaid. Albert gives the story’s protagonists an even happier ending, adding that the couple lived many years together in harmony and had many children together.84

Blanche’s second short story, “Gjöfin,” [The Gift], on ff. 513r–514r, is a sombre tale in which a destitute young cotter’s wife helps her sick neighbours, breastfeeding their infant while her own husband and child sleep. “Gjöfin” is a fairly dark piece of social realism, with no promises of a happy ending for either family. Albert remedies this by adding:

Daginn eftir fór hún með mjólk til sjúklinganna og því hélt hún þangað til því batnaði. Lifði þetta fólk allt saman lengi. Varð Axel

82 S[tyrkárr] Vésteinn [Helgason], Skrá yfir bækur lestrarfélagssins Morgunstjarnan á Mikley (N.p.: 1907).
83 Sögusafn Þjóðólfur (1889), 41.33–34: 118–23; Sögusafn Þjóðólfur (1889), 41.35,37: 128–31. Icelandic reading societies in immigrant communities could subscribe to periodicals published in Iceland, but Þjóðólfur circulated on a more informal basis on Hecla Island. The Morgunstjarnan reading society did not have a regular subscription and owned only copies from the years 1853–1856, 1860–1862, 1864–1867 and 1891.
84 “Lifðu þau saman mörg ár með yndi og ánægju og áttu mörg börn saman,” NIHM, 513r.
Albert had no need of fiction to show him the realities of extreme poverty. It is unsurprising that he wished to complete the tale of the sick family, but it is notable that he does so by naming them — they are anonymous in Blanche’s original — and bringing them out of their backwoods isolation. Blanche’s short story keeps the family at a distance; Albert integrates them into the larger community and opens up the possibility for them to assume another identity than “peasant” or “poor person.”

Finally, a creative retelling of Felicia Dorothea Hemans’s “Casabianca” (NIHM, 510r–510v) ends with the 13-year-old boy jumping off the burning ship and growing up to become a courageous and strong man rather choosing to perish while waiting for his dead father’s permission to abandon his post. Turning the poem’s message on its head, Albert’s “Casabianca” teaches that bravery is valuable, but ineffectual sacrifice is not. Albert’s rejection of the image of the fallen boy-hero shows concern for the well-being of children and the efficacy of one’s behaviour. Instead of praising the death of a child soldier, Albert copied information on life-jackets (see above).

In NIHM, Albert reveals himself as a mature storyteller, with a distinct voice informed by his beliefs and experiences. Albert peoples his narratives with individuals who take control of their situation and succeed, even when this requires a radical departure from his source material. Rósa Þorsteinsdóttir’s research on Icelandic storytellers shows that individuals’ life-experiences can shape their storytelling repertoire and the telling of
Albert’s manuscripts demonstrate that the same can be true for scribes.

Albert’s scribal methods do not make it easy to identify his exemplars.

In the section below, the focus is expanded from Albert to the Hecla Island settlement, and one manuscript (SAM 35) in particular.

The Hecla Island scribal community

Hecla Island, a large island not far off the southwestern shore of Lake Winnipeg in Manitoba, Canada, is situated within the traditional homelands of the Cree and the Anishinaabe. Ryan Eyford’s research on the history of New Iceland demonstrates that a group of Cree from Norway House, Manitoba, had wanted to establish a reserve at Grassy Narrows in 1875, the marshy mainland to which Hecla Island today connects via a man-made causeway built in 1971. The Canadian government refused this due to the Icelanders’ interest in the same territory, illustrating how land was often apportioned in ways that prioritized European settlers over Indigenous communities.

As Eyford documents, New Iceland was the product of a Canadian government policy of reserving large areas of land for settlers of a specific European ethnicity, actively encouraging immigrant groups to settle in close proximity to each other in the hope of attracting friends and family members from Europe and thus speeding up the settlement process. Under the terms of Canada’s Dominion Lands Act, Icelanders moving to New Iceland could apply for a section of land within the reserve from the Canadian government, the only cost to the applicant being an administration fee. The claimant would receive the deed to the land after fulfilling standard requirements, including building a home on the property. Thus it was that Hecla Island, an island two hours’ drive from Winnipeg, at the midway point of the North American continent, was rapidly settled by a group consisting almost exclusively of Icelanders. Many came directly from West or Northwest Iceland.

Hecla Island – or Mikley “Big Island” – was located on the northeastern edge of the New Iceland colony. The first Icelanders arrived to Hecla in 1876. Hecla was subject to periodic seasonal flooding, and many of lakefront lots measured out by government surveyors proved completely unsuitable for long-term habitation. The homestead system meant that the island’s population was distributed around the island, rather than clustered on the eastern shore, where a small fishing village sprang up in the early 1900s. Fishing was a cornerstone of the local economy.\(^8^9\)

The Canadian government’s immigration strategy unintentionally created conditions favourable for the development of what seems to have been a scribal community of sorts, or at least a network of semi-retired scribes, who brought their collections with them to Hecla Island. I have found evidence of eighteen prose saga and rimur manuscripts having been on Hecla Island during the period from 1876 to 1921 (the year of Albert’s death), of which at least seventeen survive (see Table 6).

Benedikt Kjartansson (1860–1957) brought a riddarasögur manuscript when he immigrated to Hecla Island from Borgarfjörður in 1900, which he himself had copied, although its contents are unknown.\(^9^0\) Farmer-scribe Grímólfr Ólafsson of Mávahlíð in West Iceland (1827–1903), who immigrated to Hecla Island in 1893, also brought his manuscripts with him.\(^9^1\) His sons Jóhannes and Ólafur are also associated with one privately owned manuscript. The stay of Ágúst Magnússon (1863–1953) from Vatnsnes in Northwest Iceland was brief: the winter of 1896–1897, and again in 1899–1903. Ágúst lived in the household of Jóhann Eliasson Straumfjörð on Engey “Goose Island” and married Ragnheiður Straumfjörð in 1898. Ágúst and Ragnheiður moved to Lundar in 1903, where they remained.

Of these individuals, two were also experienced bookbinders: Ágúst Magnússon and Grímólfr Ólafsson. Only Albert Jóhannesson is known to have continued copying sagas on Hecla Island, but he may have found a patron in Helgi and Margrét Tómasson, whose family carefully preserved his manuscripts for at least three generations.

\(^8^9\) Glenn Sigurdsson, Vikings on a Prairie Ocean: The Saga of a Lake, a People, a Family and a Man (Winnipeg: Great Plains Publications, 2014).
\(^9^0\) Ingibjörg Jónsson, “Ferð til eyjarinnar,” Lögberg (30.10.1947), 5. The manuscript was still on Hecla Island in 1947, but the author has been unable to locate it.
\(^9^1\) Two of Grímólfr Ólafsson’s manuscripts were sold to the National and University Library of Iceland (Lbs 3020 4to and Lbs 3021 4to).
The best evidence for scribal exchange between the Hecla Islanders is SÁM 35, a manuscript not previously associated with Hecla Island. SÁM 35 was copied in Hrappsey in West Iceland in 1827–1829. Sigurður Júlíus Jóhannesson (1868–1956), a well-known figure in Winnipeg’s Icelandic community, acquired SÁM 35 and later gave it to the Reverend Eiríkur Brynjólfsson (1903–1962). In 1962–1970, it was donated to the Árni Magnússon Institute, where repairs to the binding revealed a scrap of an envelope addressed to Grímólfur Ólafsson of Mávahlíð. The name “G. Ólafsson” is written on f. 2r, strengthening the conclusion that the book was Grímólfur’s property.

_Breta sögur_ in SÁM 35 can be conclusively identified as Albert’s exemplar for Jóhannesson C. This version of _Breta sögur_ is an abridgement into thirteen chronological episodes (from Æneas to Beda), ending with a description of King Aðalsteinn (Athelstan) that neatly transitions from English to Icelandic history in the final paragraph. Ultimately deriving from the Hauksbók redaction of _Breta sögur_, the text frequently departs from Hauksbók, occasionally citing an authority such as _Hálfdanar saga gamla_ but more often relying on unnamed sources. In a short passage on St. Ursula, Jóhannesson C (ff. 90v–91r) and SÁM 35 (ff. 115r–v) share the following major variants against Hauksbók: St Ursula’s father is named

Albert Jóhannesson made contributions to two of these volumes, Lbs 3022 4to and Lbs 4667 4to, but he was not the main scribe, and his work consisted largely of later additions (see above).

SÁM 35, 1r.


---

**Table 6. Saga and rímur manuscripts on Hecla Island, c. 1876–1921**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Scribe &amp; owner</th>
<th>Owner only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ágúst Magnússon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Jóhannesson</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3(^{92})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedikt Kjartansson</td>
<td>1 (lost)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grímólfur Ólafsson</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jóhannes/Ólafur Grimólsson</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^{92}\) Albert Jóhannesson made contributions to two of these volumes, Lbs 3022 4to and Lbs 4667 4to, but he was not the main scribe, and his work consisted largely of later additions (see above).

\(^{93}\) SÁM 35, 1r.

\(^{94}\) Finnur Jónsson (ed.), _Hauksbók_, 267–68.
Dionisius95 (Hauksbók: Dionotus), her suitor is Canannius of Armenia (Hauksbók: Canonius of Armorica), and she leads a company of 9,000 virgins (Hauksbók: 11,000).

The scribal career of Albert Jóhannesson

Based on his research on the Hecla Island community, Gerrard interpreted Albert's scribal activities as a response to trauma, writing that:

Albert sought refuge [at Flugumýri] after sailing the “Seven Seas” and narrowly escaping death at the hands of West Indies islanders. Traumatized by this experience, he had a nervous habit of constantly looking over his shoulder. To occupy his mind, he copied old Icelandic manuscripts by lamplight long into the nights, producing large volumes of obscure histories and adventures that ranged from The Saga of Julius Caesar to Snorri Sturluson’s ancient history of the world, Heimskringla.96

Gerrard’s assessment that Albert Jóhannesson was deeply traumatized by his experiences as a migrant worker and sailor – today, he would be called a victim of human trafficking – is supported by his vow in Lbs 4667 4to. That Albert did not write about himself but instead heroes who overcome extreme difficulties and perils in exotic lands could suggest that Albert did not want to revisit his personal experiences directly. On the other hand, his vow speaks to a desire to publicize his own traumatic experiences in a way that positively re-frames them as salvation and triumph over peril. Flugumýri was a refuge, but also part of a larger community where Albert’s stories were appreciated and shared. Albert wrote because he had an audience.

95 The name “Dionisius” for St Ursula’s father is found in the medieval Icelandic romance Kirjalax saga and in Úrsúlukvæði, a popular post-medieval poem based on Kirjalax saga. Katelin Parsons, “Radiant Maidens and Butchered Brides,” The Cult of St Ursula and the 11,000 Virgins: Finding St Ursula in Icelandic Literature, ed. by Jane Cartwright (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 2016), 227–43.

In the words of Barton and Hamilton, “it is important to shift from a conception of literacy located in individuals to examine ways in which people in groups utilise literacy.”\textsuperscript{97} The recent work of scholars in the field of late pre-modern manuscript studies has demonstrated that Icelandic scribes copying sagas and \textit{rímur} were not lone wolves at the margins of society, although sometimes they were not considered the best of farmers. Scribes often knew each other and sometimes corresponded directly. The same, I believe, is true of scribes living and working in Canada in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.

Wolves travel in packs. So do scribes.
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SUMMARY

Keywords: post-medieval manuscript studies, Icelandic manuscript culture in North America, scribal communities, literacy as social practice, literary culture of Icelandic immigrants to Canada, Hecla Island

To date, very little research exists on manuscript culture in Icelandic immigrant communities in North America. The present article examines the case study of an immigrant-scribe, Albert Jóhannesson (1847–1921), who left Iceland as an adult in 1884 and eventually settled in the community of Hecla Island, Manitoba, Canada. All four saga manuscripts in Albert’s hand remain in Manitoba. Albert Jóhannesson is one of the last known individuals to participate in manuscript production as a pastime: he started his oldest saga manuscript in 1889, and his last dated saga is from 1910. He copied some material from printed books and periodicals, but he probably worked mainly from manuscript exemplars. At least one of these, SÁM 35, was brought to Canada by another Hecla Islander, Grímólfur Ólafsson (1827–1903). Far from being an eccentric hermit in the bush, Albert appears to have been an active participant in a scribal community on Hecla Island. The study demonstrates that scribes operated in collaboration with others in their local settlements and made new connections on their arrival to North America that enabled the continued circulation of manuscript material.

AGRIP

Albert Jóhannesson og skrifararnir í Mikley: Handritamenning vesturfaranna

Lykilord: handrit síðari alda, handritamenning vesturfaranna, handritasamfélög, læsi sem félagsleg íðja, ritmenning íslenskra íþýðja í Kanada, Hecla Island (Mikley)


Reynsla og ritvirkni Alberts er skoðuð í ljósi nýrra rannsóknar um handritamenningu síðari alda. Niburstaða hófundarins er að Albert hafi haft aðgengi að fjölda íslenskra handrita í Vesturheimi en jafnframt að Albert hafi verið aðeins einn af nokkrum íslenskum skrifurum sem bjuggu í Mikley um ádamótin 1900.
Handrit Alberts eru til vitnisburðar um að nýtt handritasamfélag eða tengslanet skrifara hafi myndast meðal íslensku vesturfaranna í Mikley vegna sérstakra aðstæðna þar í eynni. Færð eru rök fyrir því að skrif Alberts hafi verið leið til sjálftjárningar eftir erfiða lífsreynslu, m.a. það að vera förnarlamb mansals í Ameríku. Hann var óhræddur við að breyta sögulokum og þá sérstaklega til þess að sýna fram á það hvernig allslaust ungmenni getur sigrast á erfiðum aðstæðum.

Frelsi Alberts sem skrifara torveldar vissulega leitina að forritum hans. Þó er hægt að staðsetja kverð SÁM 35 sem eitt af forritum Alberts. Í þessari grein er sýnt fram á að eigandi þess hafi verið Grímólfr Ólafsson (1827–1903). Litið er vitað um skrifaramenningu íslensku vesturfaranna og útbreiðslu íslenskra handrita í Nordur-Ameríku en greinin sýnir fram á mikilvægi þess að skoða einstaka skrifara í ljósi stærra tengslanets.
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